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Foreword
Hello everypony and welcome to PonyCon Holland!
We could not have picked a crazier time to start with a new convention. When
we started working on this project in September 2019, we had no idea what
the world would go through in 2020 and 2021. And yet, here we are!
So let’s not dwell on what happened over the last few years and focus on the
here and now, shall we? Instead, we can all enjoy a weekend full of fun, with
panels, workshops, vendors… you name it. Spend time with your friends and
make new ones, that’s what conventions are all about and I’m sure PCH will
be no exception.
A new generation of Pony has just started and it seems the fandom is embracing the new characters alongside our trusted Mane six. And you know
what that means: there are many more years ahead for MLP fans to enjoy the
show, art, music, conventions and so on.
When I became a Brony in 2013, people told me it wasn’t worth it because the
fandom was dying. But no, eight years later it is still going on as strong as ever
and I’m sure we won’t see the end of it anytime soon. Even the 1.5-year pause
in IRL conventions hasn’t broken us. We will pony on for many, many years to
come. So get out there, make some new friends and above all: have fun!
Thank you all very much for attending PonyCon Holland 2021. Let’s make this
an unforgettable party!
Rutger Janssen / Steam Loco
Chairpony of PonyCon Holland
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Rules
Just like all other conventions, PonyCon Holland must have a list of rules
to keep everypony safe and happy. This helps us and our dear visitors to
have the best possible time.
General Rules
• The convention reserves the right to amend these rules at any time.
• The convention reserves the right to ask anyone to leave the convention
space at any time for any reason or to revoke a badge without a refund at
any time.
• Selling items without a valid vendor’s badge is prohibited.
• Vendors should only sell items that may legally be sold under Dutch law.
• Every attendee is responsible for their own actions and possessions. The
convention takes no responsibility for any loss, damage, inconvenience,
or injury arising from anything that happens at the event.
• Before taking photos of anyone in the convention, please have the
common courtesy to ask for their permission.
• LARP fighting or re-enactment in the convention space is not permitted.
For photography, fighting stances or poses are permitted but ensure
there is sufficient space.
• Please make sure your badge is visible at all times. You can exchange
damaged badges at our ticket desk. It is not allowed to give away, trade or
sell your badge during the convention.
• Upon entrance to the convention, you must show a valid ID.
• Children under the age of 12 need to be accompanied by an adult at all
times.
• Children between the age of 12 and 16 need to be accompanied by an
adult unless a parent has signed a written permission letter.
• PonyCon Holland is a family-friendly event. That means that sexual,
political, or otherwise inappropriate content is not allowed.
Venue Rules
• You are not allowed to bring food or drinks from outside the venue.
• Please keep the venue clean.
• Smoking or vaping is not allowed inside the venue or near the entrance.
• Do not attempt to buy alcohol if you’re under 18.
• Drugs, other than medicinal, are not allowed.
• If you are caught damaging the venue or any equipment, you will be held
liable for any costs incurred.
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Rules
Behaviour Rules
• Harassment of any kind and for any reason will not be tolerated. This
includes, but is not limited to, harassment on the basis of race, colour,
sexual orientation, gender expression, or fandom preferences.
• Please behave in a good manner towards the staff, guests and other
attendees.
• No touching or hugging without permission. Keep in mind that COVID is
still a thing.
• Please respect that even our Guests of Honour need some downtime.
• Please follow instructions by our staff at all times.
• No means no. Stop means stop. Go away means go away. Remember not
everyone wants a hug or to be bothered all the time. Do not stalk or be a
nuisance to other guests.
• Ensure that public displays of affection are kept tasteful, simple
hand-holding, or gentle kissing is fine, anything other than this is not.
• Please do not litter. Throw your trash in the trash can or take it with you
to dispose of outside of the convention space.
• Please follow the golden 6-2-1 rule by getting at least 6 hours of sleep, 2
meals and 1 shower per day.
Security
• Weapons are not allowed. This includes real, imitation, replica or
deactivated weapons.
• If you have a question about whether or not a cosplay item is allowed,
please ask one of our staff members.
• Please keep emergency exits free at all times.
• First Aid is available at the info booth.
• In case of an emergency, always alert a staff member.
• During an emergency, follow the instructions from our staff members.
COVID-19
• You are required to show a valid Digital Corona Certificate upon first entry
each day. For more information: https://ponyconholland.com/covid-19/
• Please respect others that still want to keep some distance.
• Get tested if you have symptoms and don’t enter the convention while
waiting for the result, even if you’re vaccinated.
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Guests of Honour
Cathy Weseluck will be appearing on the big screen in
the theatre hall to answer all your questions about her
roles such as Spike, Coco Pommel and the Mayor.
Internationally known, award-winning voice-over actor
Cathy Weseluck’s acting/production career extends over a
wide range of areas. In addition to her continued success
as a voice-over performer, Cathy’s noted
accomplishments also include her work as a TV actor,
instructor, consultant, guest speaker, casting director/
director, associate producer, writer, composer, performer
and photographer.
Known in the animation world for her starring roles as
‘Spike’ (‘Coco Pommel’/‘Mayor’) in “My Little Pony:
Friendship is Magic”, ‘Buttercream Sundae’ in the funfilled series “Littlest Pet Shop”, ’Cybersix’ (and ‘Adrian’) in
the award-winning TMS/N.O.A. series “Cybersix” and as
‘Shahzaman’ of “1001 Nights”. Cathy has performed
thousands of voices in hundreds of productions.
Lizemijn Libgott, the Dutch voice actress of Fluttershy,
will be present on Saturday. She’ll be hosting a drawing
workshop together with her husband André.
Lizemijn voices Fluttershy in the Dutch version of My Little
Pony: Friendship is Magic. She has also voiced many other
characters in the Dutch versions of many animated series.
Princess Bubblegum in Adventure Time, Candance in
Phineas and Ferb and Nurse Joy in Pokémon. Beside
being a voice actress she is also an animator.
Her husband André is a game developer, concept
artist and has released an album as a comic artist. He has
hosted multiple workshops during a multitude of anime
conventions.
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Guests of Honour
Elley Ray will join us online to host a voice acting panel
together with FlitterKriz.
An award-winning “BON VIVANT,” this theatrical
alchemist; Awakens, Inspires and Delights ALL who
witness her unique form of “MAGIC!”
ELLEY has been traversing the stages, film sets, television
and radio studios for over 40 years, delighting audiences
World Wide. Her talent and compassion to share it are
“unparalleled.”
Elley has performed in over 300 theatrical productions,
with hundreds of on-camera series and movies to her
credit and voiced literally thousands of commercial
campaigns, animated series, animated movies and
games.
Find out more at www.elleyray.com or follow her on
Twitter @Elley_Ray
Imalou will be joining us together with AssasinMonkey
to host a panel about Art & G5.
Renowned fandom artist since 2011, Imalou got to work
for several years as character designer for MLP A New
Generation, starting all the way back in 2017.
Responsible for designing your favourites Sunny and Izzy,
among many other things.
Starting his MLP fan art in 2012, AssasinMonkey has since
become widely known for hundreds of high quality digital
paintings. Recreating some of your favourite episode
moments and characters.
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Saturday Events
Fallout Equestria History Panel by Fiaura

12:45- 14:00, Saturday, Panel room
Fallout: Equestria, what is it? Why does this little
sub-fandom seem so popular? Whose making content for it and what kind? Can I be a voice actor in
Fallout: Equestria? These are questions that need to
be asked and these are also questions that Fiaura
is here to answer. Not to mention during the panel,
Fiaura is gonna do a content premiere! Something
brand new that no one has seen before, specifically
for Fallout: Equestria. Dive into The Wasteland with
us!

Tales of Equestria Workshop by Victorymon

13:00-14:45, Saturday, Workshop room
In this workshop you will be introduced to the world of “Tails
of Equestria”. Victorymon will demonstrate how you can
make your very own OC to become part of the world, and
teach you the rules of the game to simply have a good time.
Will you become a dynamic adventurer like Daring Do, or a
stylish diva pirate, swashbuckling left and right and looking
good while doing so? “Tails of Equestria’’ allows you to create,
name and play as your very own pony character to solve puzzles and explore dungeons. There may even be dragons~~

Improvisation games by Steffan

14:15-15:15, Saturday, Panel Room
Always wanted to be an improvisation star? This
is your chance! During this activity we’ll be playing
games that are all about improvisation. Steffan has
been doing drama and improvisation as a hobby for
years and will provide you with an easy and funny
introduction to this art.
Warning: your belly will hurt from laughter after this.
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Saturday Events
Drawing Workshop by Lizemijn Libgott

15:00-16:30, Saturday, Workshop room
Would you like to design your own My Little Pony
character? Then you can join the drawing workshop
held by Lizemijn Libgott and André Massee. Lizemijn,
besides the dutch voice actress for Fluttershy among
others, is also an animator. Her husband André is a
concept artist. As a comic artist he has published his
own album, and he has held many artistic workshops
in various dutch anime conventions. Together they
will instruct you on how to create an awesome pony.
yay~~ (Dutch panel)

Cosplay Contest by Ms. Cord & Ciado

15:00-16:30, Saturday, Mane stage
In the tradition of pony conventions worldwide,
Ms. Cord and Chiado will be be hosting a cosplay
contest! Cosplayers of all levels are welcome to
join, show off their costumes, act, and just have
fun on stage. You’ll be able to do a simple walkon, a single act, or a group act. You’ll be judged
on craftsmanship, acting, and creativity. So
whether your cosplay is store-bought or you’ve
meticulously hand-sewn every single seam, you’re
welcome to join! Just make sure to sign up at the
info booth before 13:00!
All cosplayers will get together with the jury
30 minutes prior to the contest to chat about
their costumes and the making-of process and of
course to get all the information they need to have
a smoothly organized contest.
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Saturday Events
VA Workshop by Elley-Ray Hennessy and FlitterKriz
15:30-16:30, Saturday, Panel room
Are you (secretly) dreaming about becoming a voice
actor? Want to gain some tips and insights from
a professional? With over 30 years experience in
television, film and theatre, Elley-Ray Hennessy is a
top voice-over professional and coach, specialising in
animation and commercial announcing, and she will
be joining us at PCH through videocall. Together with
Flitterkriz, they will host a voice acting class for aspiring
voice actors and anypony wanting to learn more about
this interesting profession.

by Mythpony

Origami ponies Workshop by Malte

16:45-17-45, Saturday, Workshop room
One form of fanart that Malte would like to introduce you to is origami, folding paper ponies. While
it may look tricky at first, origami folding is easier
than many people assume. During this workshop,
Malte would like to show you how to fold origami
ponies and you can fold and take home one of the
mane six for yourself. Don’t get any papercuts!

Video call with Cathy Weseluck

17:00-18:00, Saturday, Mane stage
After the Cosplay Contest has come to a
conclusion, the Mane stage will be handed over
to our special guest: Friendship is Magic voice
actress Cathy Weseluck. She will join us with a
video call to tell you about the craft and their
experience with working on the 4th generation
of My Little Pony. Is there something you’ve
always wanted to know, but were never able
to ask? She will be happy to answer questions
from the audience!
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Saturday Events
My Big Karaoke

19:00-19:30, Saturday, Mane stage
Even before we had ponified karaoke games, a
massive group of bronies suddenly starting to
sing pony songs during a convention was never
a rare occurrence. Here you will be able to sing
your heart out Mane Stage, singing your favorite
pony songs together with friends. While in the My
Little Karaoke game usually only a few singers can
play the game at the same time, it will taken to the
next level and you sing the songs together as a
big crowd. Big thanks to Barbeque and Renard for
setting up this event.

Saturday Night Party

19:45-23:45, Saturday Night, Mane stage
Ready to party? Join in for a long, long night with a
variety of live musical performances.
Right after the warmup with the karaoke, the
Dutch Brony Musicians will perform a mix of rap/
hiphop and electronic songs. Afterward, Sam Quak
Brony will get us further underway with a set of
riveting electronic soundscapes, to be followed
by Prince Whateverer with his elctrifying voice.
After that, Blackened Blue will take over with some
heavy rock and metal. The night will end with
two amazing DJ’s: First BlackIceMusic with some
Melbourne Bounce, House and more. To finish the
night, Tw3Lv3 will ring in the night with their DJ
skils. Show up early and bring your dancing (horse)
shoes!

•
•
•
•
•
•

19:45 : Dutch Brony Musicians
20:15 : Sam Quak Brony feat. Biscuits
20:45 : PrinceWhateverer
21:30 : Blackened Blue
22:15 : BlackIceMusic
23:00 : Tw3Lv3
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Sunday Events
G5 Art Panel by Imalou and Assassinmonkey
11:00-13:00, Sunday, Mane Stage
Did you like the new movie? Trick question, of
course you did, it was awesome! Here is a panel
with Imalou, who designed Izzy Moonbow and
Sunny Starscout. She and Assassinmoney are
going to tell all about the process of coming
up with and designing characters for the 5th
generation!

Ponies and our minds by Fiaura

11:00-12:30, Sunday, Panel room
This is an extensive discussion of the issues that
the My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic show
covers that are very much things we as adults
face. Depression, anger, sorrow, loss, workplace
homogenization, being alone, orphans, death, and
divorce just to name a few. It is somehow covering
these in a way that a 5 year-old can understand
them but an adult needs to hear it. Come on in, we
are gonna sit down and have some time to talk,
heart to heart. Brony Church is in session

Plushie Workshop

12:45-14:30, Sunday, Workshop room
Hello! I’m Violet Rose, an on-again, off-again
seamstress. For the last eight years, I’ve been
scientifically engineering the ideal fabric-based
delivery system for adorableness and cuddliness,
or at least, that’s what I tell my family I’m doing.
Now, I want to share my results with you. In this
Workshop, I hope to walk you through the initial
steps of putting together a simple beanie plushie,
including some foundational hand stitches,
stuffing options, and finishing touches.
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Sunday Events
Music Panel by DBM

13:30-14:30, Sunday, Mane Stage
The DBM brothers Agatan, MC-Arch, and Sam
Quak Brony will be hosting a music panel with
Q&A. With their combined expertise in singing,
rapping, voice acting, producing, performing and
much more related with making music, these three
will bring you with them on a journey to the stage.
Feel free to ask them everything you want to know
about songwriting, collaborations with other brony
artists, and how it feels to perform your songs on
stage for a huge audience.

MLP:Fim events in Europe by Jamis

13:30-14:30, Sunday, Panel room
Over the years, pony events like PCH evolved into
many forms, like annual meetups, conventions
or music festivals. In this panel, we will talk about
general ideas of these events, unique attributes
they all have as well as we look behind the
organization curtain and from attendees and
guests perspective. Let’s also briefly explore the
history of these events in Europe (and beyond)
and talk about the future plans. Recommended for
everypony, no matter if convention newcomers or
regular long-time attendees!

Charity Auction

15:00-17:00, Sunday, Mane stage
Auctioning off items to gather money for a charity
is no rarity within the brony community. PonyCon
Holland will conclude with such a charity auction,
its earnings going towards the “Muziekids“
foundation. More information about the charity
auction can be found on the corresponding page
in the conbook. Hope to see you there, bring your
wallets!
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Schedule Saturday

Schedule Sunday
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Venue Map
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Vendors
AniWorld4U - Table 1
Plushies and various merchandise

Art N Prints - Table 13
Pony themed merchandise

PatchNpaw - Table 2- Art

Fiaura The Tank Girl - Table 14
Art, plushies, various merchandise and
books

PrinceWhateverer - Table 2 - Music
Barnacle’s Treasures - Table 4
Vintage Ponies G1/G2/G3/G4

Merte - Table 15
Small merchandise, mini-daki’s and
plotter requests

MePlushYou - Table 5
Handmade plushies

Dori-to - Table 16
Art and comics

Vederlicht Art - Table 6
Stickers, badges, earrings and more

King Probby - Table 17
Paintings, buttons, clay sculptures, hand
drawn badges, mugs and shields

Pucksterv - Table 7
Prints, stickers, commissions and crochet
ponies

Varonya’s Plushherd - Table 18
Handmade plushies

Ninny - Table 8
Acrylic Charms, Stickers and more

Lunation - Table 19
Big paintings

Thintle - Table 8
Handmade ironbead sculpts, resin keys,
hand drawn commissions

Noxi - Table 20
Handmade plushies, hoodies and various
merchandise

Light - Table 9
Posters and original watercolor paintings

Yulyeen - Table 21 - Art

Ismim - Table 9
Commissions and art

Acylius - Table 22
Art & plushies

Purochen - Table 11
Commisions, prints and crafts

Eponafest - Table 23
Convention advertisement

AssasinMonkey - Table 12
High quality digital paintings

Spacekitsch - Table 24
Digital art, pins, charms and stickers

Imalou - Table 12
Artist and character designer for G5
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Charity Auction
As is tradition at most pony conventions, PonyCon Holland will host a
charity auction. Flim and Flam will try to squeeze the bits out of your
pocket for our fantastic charity Muziekids!
The Muziekids foundation is an independent Dutch foundation, established in
2009. Their main object is: Offering awesome music experiences to children in
Dutch hospitals and rehabilitation centres.
Every kind of use of music in hospitals has had a recreational value and (in
limited but growing fashion) a therapeutic value as well. The use of musical
instruments, complemented by modern game computers and guided by
music teachers, however, is a new concept. An initiative that has been
received strikingly positive by Dutch hospitals and rehabilitation centres.
For young patients, it is extremely important that their environments are as
pleasant as possible during their stay, both for long and short stays. It has
been proven by respected international scientific surveys that music
contributes to the healing process.
Muziekids now offers these children a fantastic facility: “The Muziekids
Studio”. The studio has a warm atmosphere, with a comfortable chill corner,
a large reading table and musical instruments. The kids can listen to music, or
battle in guitar hero, every type of music experience is available to them. And
last but not least: experienced music teachers are present for entire days.
The rules of the auction are quite simple:
• You can hand in items up until 2 hours before the auction at our info
booth.
• If you want to bid for an item, just raise your hand, wave or hold up
something visible like a plushie.
• If you don’t want to bid for an item, please do not raise your hand or
plushie since the auction masters might interpret that as a bid.
• A bid is permanent. This means that if nopony overbids, you have bought
the item.
• You can pay by cash or card. For payment by card, small fees may apply.
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QR Hunt
Got some time to kill at the venue? Go for a hunt!
QR-codes are hidden all throughout the venue for you to find.
But finding all the QR-codes is just half of the story. For every QR-code,
there is a quiz question for you to answer.
The player who finds the most QR-codes, answers the most quiz questions
correctly, and answers the questions in the least amount of time, will win a
prize!
So how can you participate?
First, make sure you have a QR-code scanner app installed, for Android we
recommend the free app “Barcode Scanner” by “ZXing Team”. For iPhone,
no separate app is needed, the default camera app can scan QR-codes.
Second, go to https://pwa.bronies.nl/ and create an account. This is needed
for the system to keep track of found QR-codes and quiz answers.
(This system is also used for QR-hunts at local BroniesNL meetups)
Third, search for QR-codes. They are hidden all over the venue. But only in
locations that are publicly available for attendees. The QR-codes are hidden
by multiple
people, so nobody knows the location of all hidden QR-codes. So don’t bother
to ask the con-staff, they don’t know.
Fourth, answer the quiz questions. This part is time-based. The quicker you
answer the questions the better. Time is counted from the moment the
question appears on your screen until you fill in an answer. So no need to
answer all the questions first thing on Saturday morning.
The deadline for finding the QR-codes and answering the question is when
the charity auction starts. The winner will announced at the closing ceremony.
Good luck! May the stroopwafels be ever in your favor!
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Recipe: Stoopwafels
Ingedients

Waffles
•
500 g / 4 cups flour
•
250 g / 1 ⅛ cups melted butter
•
150 g / ¾ cup light brown sugar
•
1 packet of yeast
•
1 dash of cinnamon
•
1 dash of salt
•
75 mL / ⅓ cup milk
•
1 egg

Stroop (Caramel Syrup)
•
250 g / 1¼ cups sugar
•
40 ml / 2,5 tablespoons heavy cream
•
40 g / 2 tablespoons sugar syrup
•
1 dash of cinnamon
•
112 g / ½ cup butter

Necessary equipment
•
A very flat waffle iron (“ice cream cone” waffle maker)
•
2 saucepans (one big, one small).
•
A big bowl.

Preparing the Waffle-dough
Step 1
Add all of the dry ingredients (flour, light brown sugar,
yeast, cinnamon and salt) in a bowl and whisk them together.
Step 2
Melt butter and add the milk to the butter. Let the mixture cool down to just above body temperature (very
important, yeast will be killed at high temperatures).
Step 3
Add the butter/milk mixture and an egg to the dry
ingredients and loosely mix together until most liquid is
absorbed.
Step 4
Knead the mixture until it forms a solid dough. Let it rest
for about an hour so the yeast can do its job. This is a
good time to start on the stroop!

Making the syrup that will turn your waffle into a stroopwaffle

Notes: Be extremely careful with boiling sugar, it is much hotter than boiling water
and very sticky. If you get this on your skin, you will get severe burns. This part of the
recipe requires adult supervision and is not suitable for kids or the motorly
compromised.
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Step 1
Add a very small amount of the sugar to a big saucepan.
The bottom of the pan should barely be covered.
Step 2
Turn on the heat to medium-low. Let the sugar slowly melt.

Step 3
Add more sugar when it is completely melted. Carefully move
the pan to mix the melted sugar with the unmelted sugar.
Remember, this is extremely hot! Repeat this progress until
all the sugar is melted and caramelized. Make sure that new
sugar is immediately added after the previous batch has
melted, to stop the melted sugar from burning.
Step 4
Add the butter, sugar syrup, heavy cream and cinnamon in
another small saucepan and let them slowly melt together
while you keep an eye on the melting sugar. This mixture
should be warm and ready when all the sugar has melted.

Step 5
Remove the sugar immediately from the fire once it has all melted. Carefully and slowly
mix in the warm cream mixture. The sugar is extremely hot and will react violently with the
cream mixture. It will bubble up and steam. Stir carefully until it has been combined. The
“stroop” for your stroopwaffle is now complete! It will harden after it cools but will soften
again when heated. It can be heated by microwave or “au bain marie”

Assembling the Stroopwafels
Step 1
At first sight, the dough will not have changed while
resting for an hour. Knead it again. It should become much
smoother than before.
Step 2
Create golf-ball sized balls with the dough and place it in
a preheated waffle iron. Close the waffle iron, but do not
close the waffle iron completely and do not clamp it down.
The waffle should be thin, but thick enough to vertically
cut in half. Bake for about 3 minutes. Check the first waffle
regularly so you’ll know how long your waffle iron will take.
Step 3
Put the warm waffle on a flat surface and immediately cut it while it is still very hot. Use a
clean dish towel to be able to hold the waffle in place. You might think:” is it really
necessary to cut a thicker waffle in two thinner waffles? Can’t I close the waffle iron
completely to have two thin waffles to use without the cutting business?” I’m here to
inform you that yes, it is really necessary. The texture will be completely wrong without
this step.
Step 4
Put about half a tablespoon of the warm “stroop” (syrup)
on one halfs of your waffle. Put the waffle back together
and press the stroop (syrup) between the waffles. You have
now completed your stroopwaffle.
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Local Guide
ATMs marked with a yellow bubble

Most vendors nowadays will accept card payments, but it is good to have
some cash on hand just in case. North of the venue, past the Walkartpark,
there are a few ATMS in the inner city of Zeist.

Buses marked with a red bubble

There are two buses that are important if you want to go to either Utrecht or
Drieberg-Zeist railway station. Use the 9292.nl website or app to plan your
journey through Dutch public transport.

Walkartpark

To the north of the venue, there is the beautiful Walkartpark to get away from
the venue a bit. Right in between the venue and the inner city, it is a nice
place to stroll through to catch your breath.
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Saturday Eve’s Musicians
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Page Title

Advertisement by Radler, thanks for supporting PonyCon Holland!

Food & Drinks
During the day programs on Saturday and Sunday there will be a bar in
the Atrium serving the following foods and beverages:
Drinks
Coffee or Tea - € 2,50
Softdrinks - € 2,75
Milk - € 2,00
Jus d’orange - € 3,75
Beer - € 2,75
Wine - € 4,00
Cider - € 3,50
Snacks
Almond paste cake - € 2,25
American cookie - € 2,25
Muffin - € 2,50
Sausage roll - € 2,75
Cheese roll - € 2,75
Lunch
Various luxe sandwiches - € 3,75
Salad shaker - € 4,50
Wrap - € 3,50
Hamburger - € 3,75
Diner
Pasta carbonara with salmon - € 12,50
Nasi with sate - € 15,50
Vegetarian Lasagne - € 12,50
During the evening program on Saturday there will be a bar on the Mane
Stage serving drinks. You can get cider, beer, wine and softdrinks with
special coins you can get for € 3,00 each at the reception of the venue.
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Special Thanks
The PCH committee has worked hard all year round to bring you an
unforgettable experience this weekend. However, there are lots of other
people that helped with making this convention as great as can be.
Without these fine folk, this convention was not possible. We’d like to
express our sincerest gratitude to the following people:
Our Guests
The work of our panelists, hosts, performers and guests of honour was
invaluable in the making of this convention. We are very thankful for them
taking the time out of their busy schedules to contribute to our convention.
Our Vendors
We would like to thank the vendors for bringing awesome merchandise. They
made it possible for everyone in attendance to take something awesome
home with them.
The Venue - The Figi Theater hotel
We would like to extend our sincerest gratitude for allowing us to host our
convention at their stellar hotel. The services the venue provided made the
convention a lot brighter.
Our Volunteers
We can not thank the hard-working folk who helped run the convention in a
fun, safe and well organised manner enough. Our volunteers put in the work
and assistance to keep the convention running as smooth as it had.
Our Artist team
The Artist team made countless pieces of art, that were used for a variety of
uses. Thank you so much, talented artists!
Our Sponsors
Without our generous sponsors willing to help fund the convention we could
not have offered you such a great convention.
Our Visitors
Without you and all the other visitors PonyCon Holland would have been very
dull, so thank you for being a part of PonyCon Holland!
With the greatest of gratitudes,
Ponycon Holland’s organizing team.
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Special Thanks
PonyCon Holland Committee Art Team
Light
 @LightsArt1 |  iamlightbruh
Ismim
Steffan Vennema (Aurora)
- Treasurer, Website, Tickets, Conbook  @Ismim_art |  @ismim_art
NinnyDraws
Anne (Annenas)
- GOH’s, Community Guests & Vendors  @NinnyDraws |  NinnyDraws
VederlichtArt
FrankkieNL
 @tvederlichtart |  vederlicht
- Logistics, HR, Merchandise
MesuYoru
David van Hartevelt (Stjonal)
 @MesuYoru |  MesuYoru
- HR, Conbook
PatchyNpaw
Kristýna Zipperová (Light)
 @PatchNpaw |  PatchNpaw
- Art Team Manager
Kiki
Lucius (Ismim)
 @KikiRDCZ |  KikiRDCZ
- Art Team Manager
spacekitsch
Stefan (RainbowDerpy)
 @spacekitsch
- Logistics

Rutger Janssen (Steam Loco)
- Chair, Merchandise

VIPs 

Markus, Doggiechaff, Xeto
Travels, Skeyeworria, Sloppy
and Alex Phoenix Wing

Volunteers
Alteran
Ansis
Avui
Bluky
Cocodrillo
Daddy Discord
Derpystown
Dex
Ďolík
Dwight
FireWire
Krystal
Kyderra

Sponsors

Lydian
Maurits
Nugget
RythmBluefang
Satakabel
ShadowWing
Shooting Star
Sixkiller
Sleepypony
Suunn
Updogg
Xander

Celoufox, Deevee, Dwight
Cornel, Quad, FireWire,
SPIDIvonMARDER, Jana, Jiri
“BlueBear“ Dluhos, Quint t.
W., Aero Gear, Moontune,
Alkel U3, Daudæl, Manuel,
Icefumy, REDZIM, Maxi, Frozen
Spirit, Dosenmais, darkenlink,
Sunlight Bolt, Glitchwithahat,
Wolfie Star, Gentle Winds,
SamuDash, Stanislas M.
Foutoukrée, 404compliant,
Kryostase
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